Suggested Citation: Kamińska, K. (2017). (Un)Obvious Education, or Complexities of the Polish Education Aimed at Older People. In Ł. Tomczyk & A. Klimczuk (Eds.), Selected Contemporary Challenges of Ageing Policy (121147). Kraków: Uniwersytet Pedagogiczny w Krakowie. Doi: 10.24917/9788380840911.7 KRYSTYNA KAMIŃSKA 1 (Un)Obvious Education, or Complexities of the Polish Education Aimed at Older People Abstract: The contemporary combination of information infrastructure with the commonly experienced transformation of knowledge created, in relation to education especially for older adults, an entirely new area of activeness. In accordance with the social awareness, education became an accessible good regardless of age. In this context, the maximal extending of the potential group of education receivers means, on the one hand, meeting the real social expectations towards so-called educational services. On the other hand, it is another challenge which the contemporary education faces. Unfortunately, the system of permanent education was not created in Poland since what is missing is both the strategy and some practical resolutions enabling old people the access to education with regards to their educational. Presently, the University of the Third Age is the only solution in the educational offer. In order to change the present status quo, what is needed is the re-definition of education and the modern perception of education and then perhaps, there will appear, the expected, by the senior citizens, module educational solutions providing them not only with the competencies but also the acknowledged certificate confirming their knowledge. 1 Krystyna Kamińska, Pultusk Academy of Humanities, Poland, krystyna.danuta.kaminska@gmail.com. 122 Key words: Ageism, Culture, Old Age, Education of Older Adults Introduction Contemporary processes of modernization and digitalization redefined all the elements of social space. As a result of these transformations, it is the technological challenges that create the new social reality. These transitions are associated with a slow disappearance of, on the one hand, the linear thinking in which writing had an enormous importance. On the other hand, this process is related to the traditional manners of gathering and storing the knowledge. The interactiveness of the contemporary world (both online and offline) causes to appear some newer and newer generation of systems of mass communication. Along with the development of information infrastructure, there are also drawn the new directions of education aiming at the creation of an entirely new model in terms of quality. The new technologies, however, transform not only our environment but also, they revalue our present vocational qualifications by damaging their until-now (universal) status quo. The competencies and qualifications being acquired during the period of academic education do become of little assistance with the passing of time not only in the professional career but also in day-to-day life. It is more and more frequent that people-regardless of their age and their position in the job market-experience the need of "broader perspective of the world" so that they can comprehend the reality and the phenomena happening there in relation to their profound interpretation. Not only are the youngsters against the traditional manner of accumulating of the knowledge (identified with the defined level of education) even though it is the younger generation that points out to the necessity of changes in this area, which, in the long run, will enable them to create a modern working place but also these people who enter so-called the age of "late maturity." At the same time, these social expectations create quite specific educational behaviors being the reflection of the commonly experienced globalization of consumption and culture patterns (Bednarek, 2012, p. 77). In this context, the information society-new recipients of the educational services-definitely 123 expect the new model of education which would meet the challenges of further life regardless of their calendar age. What should change, however, is not only the role of education and the perception of it-as a common and available good for everybody despite their age-but also as a widely understood educational offer itself. Owing to this, education in the twenty-first century must exceed (beyond) the model of education formed at the end of the previous century since the digital technologies "invaded not only in our lives but also in ourselves" (Franus, 1998, pp. 204-206). In this situation, it is necessary to redefine the key concept, that is "education." Contemporary broad definition spectrum the reflection of which is the ever-multiplying terminological apparatus does make us each time to its redefinition (due to the blurred categorization criteria in relation to the "display" accepted in the particular academic discipline). The ambiguity of the term "education" (e.g., identified as a phenomenon, a process or an action) and the multiplicity of its shapes in action (including the type, form, and range) not only hinders any attempts of its unambiguous definition but it provokes to the permanent extension of its semantic field. The multidimension of education is reflected in the further attempts of the re-definition of the concept and is becoming a specific structure modeling, enabling the reshuffling of the theoretical construct into the defined practical solutions. In the case of senior citizens, the element initiating the change in the current model of education of adults is the increasing year-by-year educational activeness of older citizens. The implication of such change is more and more intense searching by the senior citizens of some new paths of their own education. Related to older adults, the education within the frames of lifelong learning is, most importantly, the creation of such educational solutions. On the one hand, meet the expectations of this group. On the other hand, cater for its internal diversity. Lifelong Education Defining the outline of the education of the future, Delors indicated the necessity of the rereading of the concept of education and the institutional dimension of science by the removal of the 124 defined temporal and spatial frames (Delors et al., 1996). According to Delors, education is the primary factor regardless of one's age. In this context, education of older citizens acquires a new meaning. The education whose final phase meant receiving some particular certificate is already the past. However, the future of the education is, most of all, facing the real social needs arising from the ever-changing conditions in which the contemporary society must find itself (a society which perceives the knowledge as the source of innovation and information as even non-material "product"). The education openness to change and the flexibility in creating the defined educational models which are expected by a society should consider the needs of an individual in the desire to discover oneself in the process of one's own identity but also co-create the construct of social dimension through the extension of the area of the secondary socializing (out-of-family). This specific type of integration existed in education for ages, but it was somehow restricted only for the young entering the adult life. The abandoning of the stereotypical perception of education suggested by Delors, including the rejection of the process of scholarship the age limitations and reducing the institutional role of education does not mean separating knowledge from the roots but re-defines its new frames. Lifelong learning is the popularization of science in which the accent is to be transferred from the obligatory education and its supervision onto the variety of the educational offer depending on the expectations of the recipient. Regardless of its shape which is adopted and the organization form (formal, informal, or incidental), lifelong learning integrates with this concept. Enriching the knowledge and improving one's own competencies throughout adult life-far from the traditional school bench but somehow with the simultaneous application of all technological possibilities which the contemporary knowledge offers to us-it is at the same time the mission and vision of the adult future education, including people entering so-called the old age. The changes to which the education of the senior citizens should be subordinated must happen collaterally with the newest civilizational achievements. 125 Old Age and the Attempts of Its Re-reading The afterthought on the old age in the contemporary academic discourse is attempted to be drawn by the new direction of narration which through the changes happening in culture will, in an accurate manner, reunite the image of the old age with its reality. It is the new narration which rooted in the individual experiencing the old age-either by themselves or close relatives-that can give the assumption to the reinterpretation not only of the concept but also the extracting of the old age as a social phenomenon. This change is somehow a consequence of a slow "disappearance" and old paradigm in the description of an old age resulting from the defined linguistic correctness accepted in some analyses. It was reflected in the specific blurring of the traditional terminological grid. The new theoretical construct built in the academic discourse causes that the old age undergoes a particular metamorphosis in the next, even-newer attempts of its re-reading. This change is accompanied by the development of the "intellectual" analytical tools applied in the (re-)defining the concept of the old age. Having reached a certain age, many people do not approve the stereotypical image of a senior citizen (sick, weak, and inefficient) and thus demanding care and, therefore, undertake some actions modifying their image in the social awareness as well as the protective ones with the aim of preserving one's subjectivity. The appearance of some new terms in the terminological grid creating the terminological frames of the old age, e.g., ageism, slowly changes its narration. Butler, who introduced this term indicated the existence of a set of beliefs, predictions or stereotypes which determine the image of (older) person depending on their calendar age (Butler, 1975, p. 35). Ageism, however, focuses the attention on both the attitudes and the stereotypes affecting the biological differentiating the people owing to their age concentrating on the competencies possessed by the senior citizens (Szukalski, 2004). However, the competence model of the old age includes two basic elements: the responsibility of old people for themselves and the ability to deal with the difficulties. A crucial part of this model is education itself. Education, however, facilitates the acquisition of the 126 distance to reality, constitutes a particular "foundation to create the conditions and possibilities of lifelong learning, learning until the old age, learning through the old age, and learning at the old age" (Malec, 2011, p. 25). The old age is a natural stage of completion of the adult life, which, unlike childhood and the youth, is a period definitely prolonged with time. Experiencing the old age in the process of an active ageing which is accompanied with the pro-educational attitude, not only improves the quality of life but also teaches the conscious control over it. The way we experience the old age depends on many factors. These factors mark some specific border points of an older adult's functioning. The old age is this phase of life which characterizes many variables providing the individual image of an old person. Similarly, the process of getting old can be passing in various forms depending on the individual mental features and the conditions of the social-cultural environment. Moreover, the retirement is not always associated with the beginning of the old age. Also, the attitude of old people considering their own ageing can take various shapes. It results from the defining some strategy of actions related to one's own. "In the opinions of senior citizens, the concept of successful ageing is perceived through the attitude and the strategy of dealing with, whereas the life satisfaction is identified with the satisfaction over the present life along with the satisfaction over the past experiences" (Halicka, 2004. p. 30). The concept of active ageing appeared in the 1960s and it "means keeping the physical fitness and the ability to work professionally (...) as long as possible" (Richert-Kaźmierska, Forkiewicz, 2013, p. 128). The widely understood concept of active ageing is also some kind of working strategy; it means the active part in the social-cultural and economic life (nationally or locally). Among many of the conditions determining the quality of life of older citizens, we can distinguish not only their rights but also their duties, including the right to lifelong learning as well as the obligation to undertake the educational chances (Jurek, 2012a, p. 11). In this way, the concept of active ageing is integrated with the educational activeness of older adults. It allows the old citizens to enrich their knowledge of the world, to widen their former 127 interests or to discover new passions as well as to re-interpret the former experiences from their life. The concept of active ageing does not only display the new image of an old person but also it constitutes the counter-balance for the traditional presentation of the old age since it positions old people within the society in a different way (WHO, 2015). However, the continuing revalorization of the old age in the social meaning along with the increasing year-by-year number of people who are turning the border between maturity and older age has caused the increase in the seniors" awareness of their rightful (due to their age) social rights, which has led to the constituting of some new rights, including the right to education. In this context, the theory of active, successful ageing by Maddox (1964) points out that the senior citizens still want to be active despite their life situations which are conditioned in terms of health and occupation. In the theory of personality in the process of ageing and old age by Neugarten (1964) and the cognitive theory of personality and ageing by Thomae (1992), it is old people that build the image of their old age. In the assumption accepted by Neugarten, the type of adaptation to old age draws the direction of the old person's activeness. However, according to Thomae, the most important factor in experiencing the old age is the self-perception as the person getting old. Therefore, accumulating of experiences throughout one's own life can also be "successful" in the self-creation at the old age and depending on one's own engagement, one can have the influence over the reorganization of the surrounding reality. According to Bromley (1966, pp. 105-110), the constructive attitude which is characteristic of life optimists and the people interested in the future does not change with the age. Following this way of thinking, the personality formed throughout the years is presented in the accepted attitude towards the old age and its displays, whereas the knowledge of one's own predispositions and possibilities is a unique guide to the type of activeness undertaken by old people. 128 Linguistic Rehabilitation of the Old Age As a rule, the identification of the old age takes place generally by the application of the criteria of the age being reached, therefore, to describe it, the following terms are used: older age, the late age or more metaphorically "the autumn of life" (sometimes the criterion related to retirement is used, e.g., the retirement age.) It is not always that the verbal terms can be treated as synonyms (e.g., a pensioner does have to stand for a person at an old age). The lack of precision not only in the common application of the terms related to old people but also in the academic terminology causes some terminological simplification and specific verbal creations to spread, such as the term of "late maturity" (Czekanowski, 2014, p. 58). The aspect of placing the knowledge on the old age in the linguistic context also has its own connotations in the perception of old people. The manner in which we talk about them is the indicator what we think about them. The imagination of the old age and the way we talk about the aged (especially in the colloquial speech) also has its social consequences. Language, however, is a social phenomenon but we also learn it through our participation in the social practice. This co-operation is distinctly heard in many commonly used expressions (often not objective), which are applied to same old people. We sometimes more or less consciously use one of the terms or another to display what we think of the old age. The verbal picture of the world reflects "diverse verbalized interpretation of reality grasped in the form of opinions (...) [implied] by some verbal forms preserved on the level of social knowledge, beliefs, myths" (Bartmiński, 2006, p.12). The verbal awareness is continually modified and transformed under the influence of new experiences and events. Therefore, the verbal constructs, created and used by the speaker allow to learn their mentality and the manners of the perception and contextualization of the world (Bartmiński, 2006, p. 15). At the same time, the language (leaving the individual aspect) constructs and constitutes the social life going into all spheres of life and becoming a particular foundation of the changes happening in the commonly understood reality. However, the defined categories and their organization are the basis to mapping 129 the meaning of the words, while the surrounding speech places the precise mapping performed for particular words (Bokus, Shugar, 2007, p. 153). Therefore, the specific limitations of a language at the same time become the borders of thinking about the old age. The expressions which we use to talk about old people and the old age results from the image of reality defined by us. Its outline arises not only through the influence of experiences, knowledge, or emotions but also pretty frequently from the reference to the stereotype which often determines the vocabulary applied in the verbal contacts. Expressing usually the positive attitude towards the senior citizens, we use the terms: grandfather, senior, the grand old man-mainly related to a family member. Presenting the negative emotions, we use the other words: gaffer, wrinkly, old-timer, old geezer, old boy, or old fossil. In this polarization, some asymmetry can be perceived. The predominance of the pejorative words (as a grandfather and an old man can be valorized negatively depending on the context of the utterance,) indicates rather negative social perception of the old age by the majority of the population. This far-fetching simplification results from the conscience-stricken depreciation of the old age which presently "has become in gremio deprived of its eternal social function which is the cross-cultural transfer of cultural contents" (Kamińska, 2016, p. 135) for the sake of the specific cult of youth which comfortably has settled in our culture. The verbal perception of the old age presents how the concept of the old age has been determined and "filtered" by language. This (double) verbal determination has the influence on shaping the social reception of the old age. At the same time, the new sphere for new narration is being created. The narration in the form of a structured modeling, rejecting the polarization for the sake of accumulations created as a result of specific neologisms, e.g., late maturity or by acceptance and the application of new terms (e.g., ageism). It is perhaps then that the (enriched) language which we shall use to describe the act of getting old will cause the transfer of some of the terms in the praxis side and will not be out of social, positive experience (Zdziarski, 2014, p. 83). 130 Learning to Be "Learning to be"-the title of the report by Edgar Faure in 1972 considering, among others, the future of education-is one of the four then-presented essential pillars of its further development. The remaining pillars were: "learning to do," "learning to know," and "learning to live." They jointly provided the directions of changes in relation to lifelong learning (Faure et al., 1972). The reference to them after many years indicate that they have not lost anything of their importance in relation to the education of old people. As a theory, the authors of the report assumed, however, the universal access to education regardless of age. The undertaken by old people the educational activity not only counter-acted the social reclusion but most importantly, it strengthens the independence and one's autonomy as well as constitutes a particular remedy to be happy. Whereas "participation in educational programs and enterprises has some therapeutic value for the aged. It allows them to preserve the intellectual ability which in turn influences hindering the biophysical processes of getting old" (Richert-Kaźmierska, Forkiewicz, 2013, p. 130). In this perspective, education directed at seniors should have taken its place in the offer of lifelong learning (dedicated to people who are no longer subjected to scholastic processes). However, the contemporary connotations of this access to education are completely different than initially assumed. For years, old people were not perceived as the recipient of widely understood educational services. Moreover, the rapid development of the concept from the 1970s of establishing the Universities of the Third Age as the basic (and at the same time only) place of the comprehensive education for the seniors did minimize completely any other forms of education in the offer of permanent education. "Learning to live" in the context of "lifelong learning" does not impose any rigid functional forms of the education of old people, including its institutionalization. On the contrary, it is to fulfill the role of the seniors' further integration with the society. The University of the Third Age (U3A) exerted an important role in separating the specific educational path devoted to old people in many countries, e.g., in France, in Belgium, in 131 Spain, in Canada and the further phases. However, in Poland, the University of the Third Age (regardless of the leading organ) preserved some stereotypical way of perception of the education of old people being far from the initial pattern. The first U3A was founded in Toulouse owing to the initiative of Pierre Vellas within the then-present university (Vellas, 1977). U3A was an academic center whose actions were dedicated to old people. "The characteristic features of the French model are a high level of didactics, academic research activities with the simultaneous diversity of organizational forms" (Ziębińska 2007, p. 160). The idea of U3A conception was closely associated with the informal education at the academic level. The reference to university in the name U3A increased the importance of the undertaken educational initiative. In Toulouse, the running of U3A within University allowed implementing a certain standard of educational services whose guarantee was the staff comprising mainly of the academic lecturers. Moreover, running and the administrative-legal supervision of the university provided U3A with a proper status. Soon, in France there appeared similar centers, e.g., at University in Nice and University in Caen. With time, this education solution a la France whose recipients were the seniors were transferred to Belgium and Switzerland. This dynamically developing movement for the sake of old people education in 1975 led to establishing the International Association of Universities of the Third Age (Steuden, 2011, p. 93). This solution was also transferred to Poland. The first University of the Third Age in Poland was founded in 1975 owing to the initiative of Halina Szwarc within the Postgraduate Centre of Medical Education in Warsaw (Szwarc, 1995). However, with time the Polish adaptation of the French model underwent further transformations and lost many of Vellas' idea. Most importantly, what was changed was the primary administration-legal attribution. U3A can be founded and run by universities and activate the senior citizens, but they also can operate under the patronage of associations and foundations offering the activities of popular science as well as within the statutory operations of various institutions of cultural character, e.g., libraries or local culture centers, and even at care facilities, including day-care 132 centers, social care centers and similar (Jachimowicz, Nalepa, 2012, p. 10). This caused that the concept of U3A being treated as superficial and in many cases the decrease in the quality of educational services (Borczyk, Nalepa, Knapik, Knapik, 2012). The quality differences are visible already at comparing the Polish educational offer and its factual level with the proposals related to educating older people in other countries, e.g., in Italy (Czerniawska, 2004, pp. 169-182) or in Switzerland (Kamiński 2016). The analysis of the contents of various offers of Polish centers-being named the University of the Third Age-when compared to the assumptions of the French model (of enabling the informal lifelong learning of old people at the academic level, preparing the proper staff to work efficiently with the senior citizens or running the research considering the medical, legal or mental-social problems) displays that the present proposals related to activating the seniors are relatively close to the British model in which the stress is placed on the self-education and the actions supporting old people. The British model (also named Cambridge model) refers to so-called self-help in which education has more practical character (that is taking advantage of life experiences of the people with similar problems rather than intellectually challenging and broadening the horizons of possessed knowledge). Even though this model is more democratic, it is not favored by all senior citizens (Rivard-Lacroix, 2009). Comparing the Polish educational offers for old people with similar proposals in other countries in which the Universities of Third Age also run, we can notice a great difference, e.g., in Switzerland. There "the most popular forms of education for old people are Universities of the Third Age. (...) Academic professors give the lectures, and the subject matter is mainly academic and highly diverse, e.g., psychology, economy, theology, medicine" (Kamiński, 2016, p. 259). Polish U3A, perhaps not to be blamed itself, concentrating mainly on the group of older people, preserve the age-related social segregation, separating the education of the seniors from the traditional educating of the adults not only in the administration legal or spatial sense but also in relation to the program. The lectures offered to the seniors are predominantly referring to the 133 problems which can only interest older people, similarly to the subject matter of the common classes (e.g., U3A proposals in March 2017: seniors' meeting the manager of Social Insurance Institution, first-aid course "Active Senior"-meeting the firefighters, meeting related to International Women's Day-fee 10 PLN, practicing Nordic Walking, a lecture: "Senior's Modern and Safe Finances," a workshop: "Senior's Modern and Safe Finances"-working in 10-person group; a lecture and a workshop run by the National Federation of Associations of Universities of the Third Age). This artificial division from the rest of the society and also placing the U3A in local cultural centers and day-care centers only deepens the further social degradation of the senior citizens (Klimczuk, 2012). The uneven treating regarding education instead of supporting the feeling of their own value with the seniors only preserves the mechanisms of their depreciation. Lack of everyday contact with these people in the process of education with the rest of society and the constant contact with the same group as well as the subject matters (limited to the issues related to the processes of ageing) only increases the alienation. "It is frequent that U3A are set up and managed by older people who are the leaders in the seniors' local environment" (Borczyk, Zacłona, 2014, p. 17). However, not all of them can keep (despite their willingness) the pace of the happening changes and not all of them are properly, theoretically prepared in terms of andragogy or gerontology or practically, e.g., animator of culture or resulting from the prior own educational experiences in teaching others. Against the appearances, introducing the segregation (understood as positive discrimination) through the creation of Polish network of U3A and creating the small local educational centers for older people (out of institutionalized system of lifelong learning: professional advancement centers, extra-mural education at the primary, secondary and higher level, postgraduate studies, and similar) additionally favored the preservation of the negative stereotype of old persons in society. Therefore, it is necessary to build the awareness of the Polish society the new image of the old age. In Poland, all displays of discrimination towards the aged could be, and at the same time should be leveled with the use of education. Education on the one hand dedicated to the society, and 134 on the other hand to the senior citizens as crossing the borders dividing both worlds is necessary so that "the old age-friendly culture" becomes a reality (Szukalski, 2016, pp. 50-51). For many years, the education of the adults realized within the lifelong learning was significantly associated with the administration legal solutions allowing for the completion of knowledge. It was related to the development of educational solutions aiming at the advancement of the education level of the evening education (at the secondary level) or extra-mural studies and also the professional advancement in forms of courses, workshop, or post-gradual studies. However, it is not the education the senior citizens expect. Lifelong learning directed at this group of recipients should, on the one hand, consider their former educational experiences and the present needs in terms of acquiring new competencies (knowledge and abilities) and on the other hand exclude any barriers limiting the access to education. It was long ago that changed the traditional recipient of widely understood education of adults in the educational sphere. Thus, the concept of lifelong learning itself should transform. In Search of the New Model of Education for Senior Citizens The paradigm of information technology whose key matter constitute the social processes exceeding the economy and disavowing the former role of natural resources as the developmental factor. Presently, the primary "source" which makes the economic development dynamic is the information which simultaneously provides us with the frames of the society being created (Castells, 1996). In this combination, it is not the product (information) that it is important-it is its contents and the transfer within the borders of the current scene. These elements of contemporary economy create a specific network "of completely different, non-linear spatial logic." In the digital era, the traditional model of university studies dating back to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries as well the present state for the recent two centuries is slowly abandoned. The specific microcosms of a university (in which there were a master and the knowledge included in the world of books) have ceased to meet the needs of a contemporary university. Simultaneously, the 135 system of education is no longer associated with "proper" professional training. The transformation of knowledge in the information society takes the various shapes, and at the same time, it influences the education. This state causes that both society and an individual have some different expectations when it comes to education. "The process of learning always has the individual and biographical character (...) however, in the society which is learning the individual has got freedom considering what they want to learn and how they want to learn, which is becoming the key factor of the contemporary education of adults" (SolarczykAmbrozik, 2014, p. 275). Thus, old people have an absolute right to such education. Open University Creating the concept of the Open University is most importantly the answer to still demanded from the society the need of institutionalized education, allowing for lifelong learning. Simultaneously, it is an attempt to combine the formal with informal education, that is reaching beyond the traditional frames of education "divided" into subsequent levels and phases. Open Universities are open as a part of technical universities (e.g., the University of Science and Technology in Krakow (AGH), Poland), humanities (e.g., the University of Warsaw, Poland) or environmental university (e.g., the Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Poland). By attributing it to higher education, the Open University keeps the values of academic education in its educational offer. Additionally, eliminating the recruitment limitations and the choice of any area of education and its range enables its listeners (regardless of age and prior level of education) both the realization of one's own educational aspirations and getting some solid competencies. Simultaneously, its defined organization-legal form enables educating less formally and allows for creating the solutions of diverse forms. Education takes place not only intramural but also extra-mural, the latter even taking the possibility of the distance learning. The operational standards of the Open University functioning (including the defined legal regulations confirming the acquired knowledge and competencies) will allow for the creation 136 of educational services directed at various recipients and meeting their expectations. The participation in lectures is beneficial when it comes to the updating the knowledge as well as enriching it. At the Open University, apart from the broadening of theoretical knowledge, one can acquire new practical abilities, thus multiplying one's own competencies. The Open University is perceived as an educational solution oriented at the future and the future education (apart from the period of obligatory schooling). The idea of lifelong education and the individual building of one's own education path is integrated with its vision and mission. However, the educational offer supported with author programs of academic lecturers is the guarantee of the education quality. The openness is not only the possibility of meeting the expectations of some particular recipients and organization of special lectures but the constant readiness to change. The Open University really is an "open" place not only for new educational initiatives but also the meeting place for the world of science, culture, and art. It organizes some debates with the representatives of the academic, artistic environments or various political parties. It seems that it is the very Open University that is the (educational) response to the educational needs of old people. Especially the ones who would wish to begin their academic education in the form of regular meetings. Moreover, the ones who favor the interpersonal contacts. For one group of people, this type of education will be the possibility of completion of the former educational plans and the development of interests, for the other one the inspiration to further activeness, e.g., of social type. Yet, some other will treat the participation in as some encouragement to make an advancement of one's own particular qualifications (the Open University with regards to its courses and training provides its listeners with some certificates confirming the participation and stating the knowledge and abilities as well as qualifications, providing the persons have passed the necessary examinations, e.g., knowledge of foreign languages). The professional skills achieved at the Open University can be of some assistance to the seniors wishing to return to the job market if they feel such a necessity. 137 Asynchronous Education (Also Known As Asynchronous Teaching) The model of learning within the frames of asynchronous education is the changed context of education functioning. It allows for the education at any place and time. Simultaneously, the extended, often virtual educational sphere-applying the modern information technologies in the process of teaching and learning-it is always a chance of education for older adults (who are not always able to take part personally in the lectures, e.g., due to their health issues). In the asynchronous education, the computer-related support of the educational process was based on the contact online and can be of an internal character, within socalled networks as well as external, by the application of electronic mail, participation in the internet discussion forum or audio-visual conference (Juszczyk, 2003, pp. 862-866). Asynchronous education becomes the future of the education aimed at the seniors, especially the ones who have got the positive attitude towards the modern technologies in relation to the prior experiences with their application. It ensures, so necessary in the older people's education, the flexibility with reference to the educational contents and the place in which the educational process is to be realized. Simultaneously, in the asynchronous education one can use some positive features of old people, e.g., self-discipline, ability to manage one's time as well as acceptance to realize some particular exercises following the instructions. The application of the interactive possibilities of education in asynchronous education along with the increase in readability of the new contents through pictures facilitates the transformation of the accumulated information. Active building of the knowledge, an individual verifying of the sources of information as well as the possibility of rapid exchange of information, on one hand, strengthens the feeling of self-realization and on the other, one's functioning in the network increases the number of contacts with people of diverse ages which with time can move from the virtual life to the real life. Creating the modern form of distance learning aimed at not only older people is associated with an individual and also 138 collective co-participation in the educational network. However, it has to be accompanied on one hand with a strong internal motivation of each person as they learn for themselves, and on the other the proper set of tools, e.g., as e-books or materials to be applied at e-learning and constituting the completion of the traditional model of education. E-learning is perceived as a type of distance education, supported in the process of education by the modern information technologies. (This type of education has made a long way from education thanks to radio in some inaccessible areas in Australia through diverse educational solutions using television to the subject matter online presentations at selected platforms and interactive contact with the lecturer). Using e-learning a person learning by oneself decides on the time and pace of work and the range of the knowledge being acquired. Year-by-year, e-learning is more and more popular (not only at the higher level of education) thus becoming the most modern tool of contemporary education. The process of education supported with modern technologies does facilitate the communication of persons while learning (including e-mail). Getting the information from the network, including the participation in discussion groups or writing a blog increases not only the availability of many sources but also it facilitates their ultimate selection. In the educational practice, also the so-called mixed mode is applied. Then, the direct contact with the contents sender is extended by the lectures in form of (audio-video) conference, or sharing the materials online (at universities there are created so-called environmental systems of information where through the graphical interfaces various information is transferred to particular users: from registration to selected lectures through the information on time and place of particular lectures, to sharing the necessary materials). The additional advantage of e-learning in undoubtedly the possibility of the immediate access to the educational material and the possibility of the multiple uses of its selected fragments. In the education of older people, e-learning can prove a miraculous tool. It allows for pausing the text at any place or going back to some former fragments as well as the individual enriching of the 139 elaboration or its modification. Therefore, e-learning properly composed in the whole model of lifelong learning allows for the participation in the educational process in which the age limitation will (finally) cease to have any importance. Conclusion "Educational actions among the old citizens are one of the most important elements of their life quality improvement" (Halicki, 2009, p. 208). In his considerations on the strategies of actions concerning the problem of the population's getting old, Steuden refers to the "Madrid International Plan of Action on Ageing" (2002), the document in which the program of actions towards old people was proposed by providing the directions of support. The first one considered the widely understood old age and the preparation and promotion of the programs of optimal ageing, including the definition of potential possibilities and abilities of learning. The second one referred to the quality of life during the period of ageing perceived through the standpoint of health and well-being. What it indicated was the meaning of the lifelong learning and the necessity of "grasping" the knowledge for the sake of up-keeping the cognitive abilities which indirectly influence one's fitness. However, the third direction was oriented at the creation of the friendly and supportive environment in which old people could feel safe (Steuden, 2011. pp. 28-29). Active ageing which is experienced by many seniors not only worldwide but also in Poland proves that the former futuristic visions of their education regardless of their calendar age are becoming more and more real. Old people themselves ceased to refrain from education. Moreover, the research results underline that the more educated they are, the more willing they are to learn further (Pakuła, 2010, p. 180). While the educational activity undertaken by them strengthens their internal motivation stimulating both to new educational challenges and to entering the new social roles as well. Lifelong learning in the context of old people is of significant meaning nowadays. The demographic changes clearly indicate that the generation of the post-war population boomers will soon begin to retire, and for many of its representatives it will 140 not mean retreating from the active life (Pakuła, 2010, pp. 38-39). Many of them will be characterized with so-called competence model of old age defined by the pro-active adaptation to the old life providing them with the greater feeling of autonomy, the feeling of perpetration and the sense of an individual representation in various areas of their own functioning. Old age citizens are better and better at understanding the necessity of lifelong education as some of them have already been convinced of its effectiveness (Pakuła, 2010, p. 184). Due to the mentioned above, behind the frames of a stereotypical image of the old age appears a new portrait of a person at the old age. The person who will have some other-not necessarily new-social expectations but they will announce them with reference to their modified needs. One of them can be the possibility of education. The lifestyle which they will wish to live is, however, is inextricably with the lifelong learning. The completion of the educational need will be felt regardless of one's age, the present level of education or professional experience. Such matter of fact will, on the one hand, impose a change in social perception of the old age, and on the other hand, will initiate the process of changes in the present model of education which was once created for old people. No matter if we are going to name education the recipient of which will be old people the lifelong learning, permanent education, or the education for the adults, what is the most important is the re-define the frames of their quality model. This new area of the considerations on the education of the senior citizens in which both the Open University and asynchronous education (including e-learning) play a vital role yet has not become significantly popular in Poland with regards to the existing national educational solutions dedicated to old people. However, the concept of the Open University is beginning to operate at some academic centers in Poland. Perhaps, their achievements in this field, as well as the great number of attendance, will encourage other universities to follow. Nevertheless, lifelong learning in the context of education of old people remains closed to so-called asynchronous education and wider application of e-learning. Implementation of these solutions 141 will not be possible unless there is a change in the way of thinking about the cognitive potential and possibilities of the senior citizens by people who are directly engaged in creating the educational offer and multiplying the solutions in the educational area for the aged. Undoubtedly, the changes are inevitable, and they should happen in relatively short time. Should that not happen, old people's meeting the contemporary education needs will remain difficult, as the educational offer prepared for them remains in the "era of chalk." Due to this, the educational transfer of old people in the twenty-first century so that they would be able to take advantage of all the possibilities of the dynamic technological development is still the distant future. Learning how to use a computer is just the first step to asynchronous education and not the final contact with new technologies. What should be done at the moment is to create some applications for the senior citizens in the form of so-called educational agents which will allow old people (with reliant mobility but still intellectually active) to learn thanks to the distance learning. The implementation of a virtual educational (pedagogical) help will enable them the individual use of the newest solution within the asynchronous learning and will make them feel safer during the educational process itself. The pedagogical agent would also introduce the social context into the educational process increasing not only the engagement of old people in terms of educational activities but also the beneficial effects of education by giving them the feeling of safety while learning with the support of a computer, e.g., as better-learnt knowledge (Landowska, 2008, p. 86). References Association des universités de 3e âge du Nouveau-Brunwick, Université de Moncton. (2013). Réflexions de l' Association des universités de 3e âge du Nouveau-Brunwick en matière de formation continue [Reflections of the Association of New Brunswick Universities in continuing education]. Retrieved from http://web.umoncton.ca/uta/Association/Documentation PDF et DOC/Réflexions de l'AUTANB Formation continue.pdf 142 Bartmiński, J. (2006). Językowe podstawy obrazu świata [The linguistic basics of the image of the world]. Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej. Bednarek, J. (2012). Multimedia w kształceniu [Multimedia in Education]. Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN. Bokus, B., & Shugar, G. W. (2007). Psychologia języka dziecka stare i nowe pytania, nowe dane, nowe hipotezy [Child language psychology-old and new questions, new data, new hypotheses]. In B. Bokus & G. W. Shugar (Eds.), Psychologia języka dziecka – osiągnięcia, nowe perspektywy [Child language psychology-achievements, new perspectives] (pp. 9–32). Gdańsk: Gdańskie Wydawnictwo Psychologiczne. Borczyk, W., & Zacłona, Z. (2014). Profesjonalny Uniwersytet Trzeciego Wieku: Program edukacyjno-aktywizujący UTW. Wybrane zagadnienia [Professional University of the Third Age: Education and activation program: Selected issues]. Nowy Sącz: Ogólnopolska Federacja Stowarzyszeń Uniwersytetów Trzeciego Wieku. Borczyk, W., Nalepa, W., Knapik, B., & Knapik, W. (2012). Standardy działania uniwersytetów trzeciego wieku w Polsce [Standards of operation of Universities of the Third Age in Poland]. Nowy Sącz: Wydawnictwo Ogólnopolska Federacja Stowarzyszeń Uniwersytetów Trzeciego Wieku. Bromley, D. B. (1966). The Psychology of Human Ageing. Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books. Butler, R. N. (1975). Why Survive?: Being Old in America. New York, NY: Harper & Row. Castells, M. (1996). The Rise of the Network Society. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. Czekanowski, P. (2014). Wieloznaczność określeń odnoszących się do ludzi starych [The ambiguity of the terms referring to old people]. In B. Szatur-Jaworska (Ed.), O sposobach mówienia o starości. Debata. Analiza. Przykłady [About ways to talk about old age: Debate, analysis, examples] (pp. 52–60). Warszawa: Biuro Rzecznika Praw Obywatelskich. Czerniawska, O. (2004). Nowe instytucje oświaty dorosłych we Włoszech [New adult education institutions in Italy]. Edukacja Dorosłych. (1-2), 42–43. 143 Delors, J., & et al. (1996). Education: The Treasure within: Report to UNESCO of the International Commission on Education for the Twenty-first Century: Highlights. Paris: UNESCO Publishing. Fabiś, A., Muszyński, M., Tomczyk, Ł., & Zrałek, M. (2014). Starość w Polsce. Aspekty społeczne i edukacyjne [Old age in Poland: Social and educational aspects]. Oświęcim: Wydawnictwo Państwowej Wyższej Szkoły Zawodowej im. rotmistrza Witolda Pileckiego. Faure, E., Herrera, F., Kaddoura, A.-R., Lopes, H., Petrovsky, A. V., Rahnema, M., & Ward, F. C. (1972). Learning to Be: the World of Education Today and Tomorrow. London: UNESCO, Harrap. Franus, E. (1998). Wstęp [Introduction], Haraway, D., Manifest cyborga [Cyborg manifesto]. Magazyn Sztuki. (17), 1. Halicka, M. (2004). Satysfakcja życiowa ludzi starszych. Studium teoretyczno-empiryczne [Satisfaction of older adults: Theoretical-empirical study]. Białystok: Akademia Medyczna. Halicki, J. (2009). Edukacja w starości jako działanie poprawiające jakość życia seniorów [Old-age education as a measure to improve the quality of life for seniors]. Chowanna. (2), 204– 212. Halicki, J. (2014). Zaspokajanie potrzeb edukacyjnych jako czynnik aktywnego starzenia się [Satisfying educational needs as an active ageing factor]. In P. Szukalski & B. Szatur-Jaworska (Eds.), Aktywne starzenie się. Przeciwdziałanie barierom [Active ageing: Counter barriers] (pp. 142–152). Łódź: Wydawnictwo Łódzkie. Jurek, Ł. (2012a). Aktywne starzenie się jako paradygmat w polityce społecznej [Active ageing as a paradigm in social policy]. Polityka Społeczna. (3), 8–12. Jurek, Ł. (2012b). Wykluczenie społeczne osób starszych analiza problemu z perspektywy kształcenia ustawicznego [Social exclusion of older adults: Analysis of the problem from the perspectives of lifelong learning]. In J. Gulanowski (Ed.), Uniwersytet Trzeciego Wieku przeciw wykluczeniu, dla społeczeństwa wiedzy [University of the Third Age: Against exclusion, for the knowledge society] (pp. 101–114). Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego. Juszczyk, S. (2003). Kształcenie asynchroniczne [Asynchronous learning]. In T. Pilch (Ed.), Encyklopedia Pedagogiczna XXI 144 wieku [The twenty-first century pedagogical encyclopaedia], t. 2 (pp. 862–866). Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Akademickie „Żak". Kamińska, K. (2016). Powrót „zapomnianego" autorytetu, czyli reaktywacja kapitału kulturowego i kreatywnego ludzi starszych [The return of "forgotten" authority, that is the reactivation of cultural capital and creative old people]. In Ł. Tomczyk, C. Határ, & N. Špatenkowa (Eds.), Edukacja i kompetencje seniorów [Education and competence of seniors] (pp. 129–146). Kraków-Nitra-Olomouc: Katedra Pedagogiki Społecznej i Andragogiki. Uniwersytet Pedagogiczny w Krakowie. Kamiński, T. (2016). Jak robią to inni? System wspierania seniorów w Szwajcarii [How do others? Senior citizen support system in Switzerland]. In P. Broda-Wysocki, A. Dylus, & M. Pawlus (Eds.), Dyskryminacja seniorów w Polsce. Diagnoza i przeciwdziałanie [Discrimination of seniors in Poland: Diagnosis and countermeasures] (pp. 247–263). Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe UKSW. Klimczuk, A. (2012). Kapitał społeczny ludzi starych na przykładzie mieszkańców miasta Białystok [The social capital of old people on the example of inhabitants of the city of Białystok]. Lublin: Wydawnictwo Wiedza i Edukacja. Korzan, D. (2003). Kształcenie ustawiczne – przegląd literatury [Continuing education-literature review], Rocznik Andragogiczny. Retrieved from www.korzan.edu.pl/pdf/ustawiczne.pdf Kurek, J. (2009-2010). Uniwersytet Otwarty. Studenci nietradycyjni [Open University: Non-traditional students]. Gazeta Uniwersytecka. (Grudzień-Styczeń). Landowska, A. (2008). Rola agentów edukacyjnych w środowiskach zdalnego nauczania [The role of educational agents in remote learning environments]. Zeszyty Naukowe Wydziału Elektroniki i Automatyki Politechniki Gdańskiej. (25), 83–86. Maddox, G. L. (1964). Disengagement Theory: A Critical Evaluation. The Gerontologist. (4), 80–82. Malec, M. (2011). Poszukiwanie recepty na starość wyzwaniem dla edukacji dorosłych. Refleksja nad uczeniem się starości przez całe życie [Search for recipes for old age-a challenge for adult education: Reflection on the learning age throughout life]. In M. Malec (Ed.), Edukacyjne, kulturowe i społeczne konteksty 145 starości [Educational, cultural and social contexts of old age]. Wrocław, Wrocław: Oficyna Wydawnicza ATUT – Wrocławskie Wydawnictwo Oświatowe. Nawrocka, J. (2013). Społeczne doświadczenie starości: Stereotypy, postawy, wybory [Social experience of old age: Stereotypes, attitudes, choices]. Kraków: Oficyna Wydawnicza "Impuls". Neugarten, B. L. (1964). Personality in Middle and Late Life: Empirical Studies. New York, NY: Atherton Press. Pakuła, M. (2010). Postawy osób starszych wobec edukacji. Studium teoretyczno-diagnostyczne [Older people's attitude to education: Theoretical-empirical study]. Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej. Richert-Kaźmierska, A., & Forkiewicz, M. (2013). Kształcenie osób starszych w koncepcji aktywnego starzenia się [Training of older people in the concept of active ageing]. In A. Rączaszek & W. Koczur (Eds.), Problemy edukacji wobec rozwoju społecznogospodarczego [Problems of education towards socio-economic development] (pp. 127–139). Katowice: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Ekonomicznego. Rivard-Lacroix, C. (2009). Université de Troisième Âge au Quebec et ailleurs [Third Age University in Quebec and elsewhere]. Retrieved from www.aeutaq.ulaval.ca/fileadmin/Documents/UTA_Presentation _ppt/Site_UTA_PowerPoint_compresse.pdf Seredyńska, D. (2013). Dyskursy edukacyjne o starości w naukach humanistycznych i społecznych. Analiza konferencji ogólnopolskich [Educational discourses about old age in the humanities and social sciences Analysis of national conferences]. Bydgoszcz: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Kazimierza Wielkiego. Solarczyk-Ambrozik, E. (2014). Oświata dorosłych w zmieniającej się rzeczywistości między nowoczesnością a postmodernizmem [Education of adults in the changing reality- between modernity and postmodernism]. In W. Ambrozik (Ed.), Edukacja. Uniwersytet. Oświata dorosłych. Studia z pedagogiki ofiarowane Profesorowi Kazimierzowi Przyszczypkowskiemu [Education, university, adult education: Study of the education offered to Professor Kazimierz Przyszczypkowski] (pp. 268– 146 281). Poznań: Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu im. Adama Mickiewicza. Steuden, S. (2011). Psychologia starzenia się i starości [Psychology of ageing and old age]. Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN. Szukalski, P. (2004). Uprzedzenia i dyskryminacje ze względu na wiek (Ageizm) – przyczyny, przejawy, konsekwencje [Agebased prejudice and discrimination-causes, manifestations, consequences]. Polityka Społeczna. (2), 8–12. Szukalski, P. (2016). Kulturowe uwarunkowania (auto)dyskryminacji ze względu na wiek [Cultural conditioning (auto)discrimination on grounds of age]. In P. Broda-Wysocki, A. Dylus, & M. Pawlus (Eds.), Dyskryminacja seniorów w Polsce. Diagnoza i przeciwdziałanie [Discrimination of seniors in Poland: Diagnosis and countermeasures] (pp. 39–52). Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe UKSW. Szwarc, H. (Ed.). (1995). Uniwersytet Trzeciego Wieku w Warszawie [University of the Third Age in Warsaw]. Warszawa: Uniwersytet Trzeciego Wieku przy Centrum Medycznym Kształcenia Podyplomowego. Thomae, H. (1992). Contributions of Longitudinal Research to a Cognitive Theory of Adjustment to Aging. Personality. (6), 157–175. Turner, J. S., & Helms, D. B. (1995). Lifespan Development (5th ed.). Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace College Publishers. United Nations. (2002). Political Declaration and Madrid Internation Plan of Action and Ageing. Retrieved from www.un.org/en/events/pastevents/pdfs/Madrid_plan.pdf Vellas, P. (1974). Université du troisième âge [University of the Third Age]. Toulouse: Échanges internationaux et développement. World Health Organization (WHO). (2015). World Report on Ageing and Health. Geneva. Retrieved from http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/186463/1/97892406948 11_eng.pdf Zdziarski, M. (2014). Codzienne i odświętne narracje w sprawie starości [Daily and festive narrations on old age]. In B. Szatur Jaworska (Ed.), O sposobach mówienia o starości. Debata. Analiza. Przykłady [About ways to talk about old age: Debate, 147 analysis, examples] (pp. 81–84). Warszawa: Biuro Rzecznika Praw Obywatelskich. Ziębińska, B. (2007). Uniwersytety Trzeciego Wieku jako instytucje przeciwdziałające marginalizacji osób starszych [Third Age Universities as institutions to combat marginalization of older people] (Unpublished doctoral dissertation). Katowice: Uniwersytet Śląski. Wydział Nauk Społecznych. Retrieved from www.sbc.org.pl/dlibra/doccontent?id=